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ABSTRACT
Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer. In the early stages, melanoma can be treated successfully
with surgery alone and survival rates are high, but after metastasis survival rates drop significantly.
Therefore, early and correct diagnosis is key for ensuring patients have the best possible prognosis.
Melanoma misdiagnosis accounts for more pathology and dermatology malpractice claims than any
cancer other than breast cancer, as an early misdiagnosis can significantly reduce a patient’s chances of
survival. As far as treatment for metastatic melanoma goes, there have been several new drugs
developed over the last 10 years that have greatly improved the prognosis of patients with metastatic
melanoma, however, a majority of patients do not show a lasting response to these treatments. Thus,
new biomarkers and drug targets are needed to improve the accuracy of melanoma diagnosis and
treatment. This article will discuss the major advancements of melanoma diagnosis and treatment from
antiquity to the present day.
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Introduction

At the basal level of the epidermis sit the melanocytes, which
produce the UV absorbing pigment melanin. Melanocytes make
up a minority cell population in the epidermis, with only 1500
melanocytes per square millimeter, and divide infrequently, less
than twice per year. In response to UV radiation keratinocytes
produce α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH), which
binds to the melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R) on melanocytes
signaling to induce melanin synthesis.1 The melanocytes then
transfer the melanin to surrounding keratinocytes through fin-
ger-like projections that reach out into the surrounding cells.2

Sun-exposed keratinocytes accumulate melanin, which shields
their nuclei from the mutagenic effects of UV radiation. As the
keratinocytes mature, they undergo keratinization, anucleate
and die. Thus, the outer layer of the skin is protected by both
melanin pigment in keratinocytes and a layer of dead keratino-
cytes that act as a barrier to protect the living cells beneath.

There are two forms of melanin produced by melanocytes: the
black/brown pigment eumelanin, and a red/yellow pigment pheo-
melanin. The ratio of eumelanin to pheomelanin in the skin
determines skin color rather than the number of melanocytes,
which is relatively constant in all skin types. The darker eumelanin
is a better UV shield, and consequently people with darker skin
have a lower skin cancer risk. Pheomelanin not only offers less
protection against UV radiation, but the production of pheome-
lanin produces carcinogens.3-5 Pheomelanin has been shown to
produce more ultraviolet-A-induced reactive oxidative species
(ROS) leading to greater DNA damage in response to UV
radiation.3,4,6-8 It has long been known that melanoma risk was
tied to skin, hair and eye coloration: people who have light skin

that does not tan, blond or red hair, and light eyes have a much
higher risk of having melanoma compared to the population as
a whole.1,7,9,10

Coloration of the skin, hair and eyes is controlled, in part, by
MC1R. Polymorphisms in the MC1R gene determine the activity
level of MC1R. Variants of the MC1R gene that lead to reduced
MC1R function result in the production of predominantly the red/
yellow pheomelanin pigment and fair skin that does not tan, and
light eyes and hair.1,4,11 Fully functionalMC1R stimulates produc-
tion of the black/brown eumelanin.1 People harboring less func-
tional variants of MC1R accumulate more mutations due to
increased exposure of the nuclei to UV damage. If mutations
accumulate in sensitive regions of the genome, then skin cancers
can arise.

Melanoma, a malignant tumor arising from melanocytes, is
a rare disease, affecting only 22.1 out of 100,000 people in the US
(Cancer statistics from the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention). However, it is also a very deadly disease accounting
for 75% of skin cancer deaths though it only accounts for 4% of
skin cancer cases. In 2019, it is expected that 96,480 new cases of
melanoma will be diagnosed, and 7,230 people will die in the US
alone (American Cancer Society). This review will go over a brief
history of melanoma, the major molecular defects that lead to
melanoma progression, the major methods for diagnosing and
determining patient prognosis and melanoma treatment options.

History of melanoma

Melanoma is generally thought of as a modern disease exa-
cerbated by migration of fair skinned people to areas nearer
the equator and by modern sun-seeking behavior. However,
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although melanoma incidence rates have certainly sky-
rocketed in modern times, melanoma is an ancient disease
that has been documented throughout history. The first docu-
mented case of melanoma was recorded in the 5th century by
Hippocrates of Cos, but earlier physical evidence of mela-
noma has been found in the bones of pre-Columbian mum-
mies thought to be ~2400 years old.12 The first recorded cases
of melanoma in Western medical literature are found in the
1651 writings of Drs. Highmore and Bonet, and in the 1757
writings of Henrici and Nothnagel, which all describe fatal
black tumors spread throughout the bodies of their patients.12

The first surgical removal of a melanoma tumor was
recorded in 1787 by the Scottish surgeon John Hunter, who
believed, as most (if not all) doctors did at the time, that
melanoma was a fungal growth; it would not be until much
later that the exact nature of the disease would be
discovered.12,13 He successfully removed a recurring tumor
from the jaw of a 35 year-old man, and from this point surgical
resection became routine for the treatment of melanoma.12,13

In the 1820s Dr. William Norris described a patient who
had ‘fungoid disease’ and noted that the man’s father had also
died of a similar disease and postulated that the disease could,
in certain cases, be heritable.12,13 Norris observed that melano-
mas arose from moles, and that individuals from families with
hereditary melanoma often had a large number of moles.12,13

Norris was the first to recommend surgical removal of mela-
noma lesions with wide excision margins, noting that if the
margins were not wide enough, the disease tended to recur, and
that surgical excision was ineffective if the disease had already
disseminated.12,13 Norris’ observations were remarkable for the
time, as melanoma was so little understood, and as they were
made some 50 years before Mendel’s work on inheritance.

Later that century, in 1892, Dr. Herbert Snow offered
rationale for removal of lymph nodes, describing them as
traps that prevented the spread of cancer to the blood.12,13

For nearly 100 years after this, melanoma treatment remained
much the same, with surgical excision and lymph node
removal as the only treatment for primary melanoma. No
treatment options existed for the disease after metastasis. It
was not until the discovery of chemotherapies in the 1940s
and their utility in treating some cancers, that the next small
breakthrough in melanoma treatment came.

Molecular defects

When melanoma was first recognized as a disease in the 1800s
it was classified based on where the tumor arose. In the 1960s
melanomas began to be classified based on histologic patterns.
While histology is still important for melanoma diagnosis, one
of the most influential shifts in the understanding of cancer
progression was the realization that cancer arises due to the
accumulation of genetic mutations, leading to misregulation
of cellular pathways.12 Since the 1980s there has been
a concerted effort to identify individual mutations that com-
monly occur in cancers such as melanoma, and to develop
targeted therapies to treat each patient in a more personalized
way based on the mutations they carry.7,9,12-14

Approximately 5–12% of melanomas are hereditary, and
hereditary melanomas tend to have different mutation profiles

to non-hereditary melanomas.12 CDKN2A is a mutation com-
monly found in familial melanoma syndromes, though
somatic CDKN2A mutations also occur in sporadic
melanomas.15 Families that carry CDKN2A mutations tend
to have high numbers of clinically atypical (but benign) nevi
and a family history of melanoma.12 Of familial melanomas,
up to 40% contain CDKN2A mutations, which lead to defects
in the proteins p14ARF and p16INK4A. These proteins are
important tumor suppressors that regulate the G1 checkpoint
and stabilize p53 expression.11,12 P16 binds to CDK4 leading
to cell cycle arrest, while mutations in p16 prevent its binding
to CDK4 thus disrupting cell cycle arrest.15 Though p14ARF

and p16INK4A are not druggable targets, therapeutic targeting
of other related proteins, such as CDK4, is being explored.15

A less common but far more virulent group of germline
mutations that increase the risk of developing melanoma, are
mutations in nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathways. UV
radiation creates bulky DNA lesions that must be removed and
repaired by repair mechanisms such as NER; if these pathways
are disrupted, mutational events will be propagated. The disease
xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) is caused by hereditarymutations
in one of eight NER genes; XPA, XPB, XPD, XPE, XPF, XPG, or
XP-V.10,16 Though mutations in any of these eight nucleases
result in XP, XPA and XPC are the most commonly mutated
and account for half the cases of XP.10,16 The lack of func-
tional NER pathways results in the accumulation of UV or
chemically induced mutations in the skin and a heightened
risk of skin malignancies. Patients with XP show extreme
sensitivity to UV radiation; often they develop some form of
skin cancer before the age of 10 and have a far greater risk of
developing cutaneous melanoma on sun exposed skin than
the population as a whole.10,16 This disease highlights the
importance of nucleotide excision repair in melanoma
prevention.

Not all variants of melanoma have the same mutational
frequencies, however, there are recurrent somatic mutations
that appear frequently in all types of melanoma. Driving muta-
tions in melanoma tend to be in signaling pathways that
regulate proliferation (BRAF, NRAS, and NF1),14 growth and
metabolism (PTEN and KIT),14 resistance to apoptosis
(TP53),14 replicative lifespan (TERT),17,18 cell identity
(ARID2),14 and cell cycle control (CDKN2A)4,12,14,17 (Figure 1).

Though a handful of mutations involved in melanoma
development may be inherited, the majority of melanomas
arise from somatic mutations acquired later in life. One of
the most commonly mutated pathways in melanoma, and
one that has garnered a lot of interest for targeted ther-
apeutic purposes, is the MAP kinase signaling pathway.
Mutations in BRAF and other MAPK mutational events
are thought to be early oncogenic events. Nearly 80% of
benign nevi have BRAF mutations, indicating that a BRAF
mutation alone is insufficient for a malignant phenotype
and that more than one mutation is needed to transform
normal melanocytes into a malignant tumor.14,15 It is
estimated that 70% of melanomas contain mutations in
the MAPK signaling pathway;14 ~50% of melanomas con-
tain activating BRAF mutations, the most common of
which is the V600E mutation (>85% of BRAF mutations),
which lead to constitutive activity of downstream MAPK
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signaling. This mutation is seen more commonly in mel-
anomas arising from intermittent (rather than chronic)
sun exposure and with a superficial spreading melanoma
(SSM) phenotype.4,7,9,12,14,19 Another 15–20% of melano-
mas have NRAS mutations,12,14 2% have CKIT mutations
(common in mucosal melanomas),14 and 50% of uveal
melanomas have GNAQ mutations.20 The MAPK pathway
is involved in controlling proliferation and survival in
response to growth factors, so when mutations cause con-
stitutive activity, cells grow unchecked. Therefore, this is
a particularly important oncogenic pathway making it
a prime target for therapeutic intervention. BRAF is an
attractive target in this pathway as it is mutated in
approximately half of melanoma patients, it is easy to
target and it is not active in healthy cells.14

UV radiation also directly stimulates MAPK signaling and
has been shown to be a major pathway involved in
UV-induced carcinogenesis.21 ERK, JNK and p38 kinases
have all been shown to be activated in response to UV radia-
tion through phosphorylation of threonine and tyrosine in the
T-X-Y motif of the activation loop.21 Activation of these
proteins results in their translocation into the nucleus where
they in turn phosphorylate transcription factors leading to the
expression of target genes that control cellular pathways such
as proliferation, differentiation, development and cell death.21

UV-induced activation of this pathway is an area of interest
for melanoma research, as understanding the mechanism by
which UV-induced carcinogenesis occurs may result in the
development of drugs to target these pathways, which may

lead to new treatment options for skin cancers such as
melanoma.

Diagnosis and prognosis of melanoma

The early classification of melanoma was based on where the
tumor arose from (existing nevus, acquired melanocytic lesion,
blemish free skin), but in the 1960s a prominent dermatologist,
Wallace Clark, suggested that melanoma ought to be classified
based on histological features instead, thus revolutionizing the
way melanoma was diagnosed.12-14 He initially described three
histological variants of melanoma, superficial spreading mela-
noma (SSM), lentigo maligna melanoma (LMM) and nodular
melanoma (NM),13,14 and while several new variants such as
acral lentiginous melanoma, mucosal melanoma, desmoplastic
melanoma and nevoid melanoma have since been described,
SSM, LLM and NM are still variants recognized today.14 This
was important work as melanoma was once thought of
a homogenous disease; Clark was the first to recognize that it
is actually a heterogenous disease, to show that the variants
behaved differently, had differences in prognosis and that not
all melanomas should be treated in the same way.12-14

Furthermore, in 1966 Clark proposed a system for evaluat-
ing melanoma based the depth of invasion of melanoma cells
into the dermis and subcutaneous fat.12-14 Clark divided the
skin into histologically-identifiable anatomic compartments;
as melanoma cells traversed each compartment (or Clark
“level” as they came to be known), the risk of distant spread
theoretically increased:

Figure 1. Oncogenic pathways commonly misregulated in melanoma. Mutations in NRAS, BRAF, GNAQ and c-KIT lead to constitutive MAPK signaling leading to
unbridled proliferation and survival. The phosphatidylinositol 3ʹ kinase (PI3K) cascade is activated by oncogenic NRAS. Mutations of the CDKN2A gene leads to loss of
P16INK4A or P14ARF or both depending on where the mutations occur. CDKN2A mutations are common in hereditary melanoma.
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Level 1: melanoma cells are confined to the epidermis
(melanoma in situ)

Level 2: invasion of single cells or very small nests of
melanoma into the papillary dermis

Level 3: melanoma cells “fill and expand” the papillary
dermis

Level 4: invasion into the reticular dermis
Level 5: invasion into the subcutaneous fat.12-14

Clark’s observations led to changes in the standard treat-
ment for patients in the early stages of melanoma; he noted
that patients with deeper cutaneous invasion (level III-V)
were more likely to have lymph node invasion and deter-
mined that lymph node dissection should be limited only to
patients with melanoma that had moved past the papillary
dermis.12,13

The Clark levels still remain a standardized way to convey
information related to risk of disease aggressiveness and are
reported in melanoma reports by some pathologists, however
in 1970 Alexander Breslow independently devised a more
accurate method for classifying melanoma based on
a measured depth of invasion that captured the thickness of
the tumor.12-14,22 Breslow’s classification system, known as
Breslow’s depth, was based on the depth of invasion in milli-
meters rather than the depth by anatomic compartments,
which vary in thickness at different anatomic sites.22 Breslow
also initially divided melanoma into five stages:

Stage I: less than or equal to 0.75 mm
Stage II: 0.76 − 1.5 mm
Stage III: 1.51–2.25 mm
Stage IV: 2.26–3.0 mm
Stage V: greater than 3.0 mm.22

He showed that patients with thinner melanomas (stages
I and II) had a much better chance of survival and a lower risk
of regional and distant metastasis.14 This observation allowed
for smaller resections than were commonly performed at the
time and, like Clark’s method, allowed physicians to assess the
risk of the melanoma having spread to the lymph nodes and
to determine whether lymph node removal was necessary
(patients with a Breslow thickness of 1.5 mm or greater
were more likely to benefit from prophylactic lymph node
dissection).12-14 Eventually, modification of measurement cut-
offs would be made and incorporated into the staging systems
that are still used today to guide treatment and predict prog-
nosis; Breslow depth remains one of the best independent
predictors of patient outcome.23

In the 1980s it became clear that using the Clark level and
Breslow thickness for prognostic purposes resulted in variation in
the predicted outcome and therapeutic recommendations between
pathologists,24,25 and that new consensus guidelines for reporting
melanoma were needed. Over the next 40 years, as data on mel-
anoma patient treatment and survival accumulated and statistical
methods improved, new staging systems were created. The
American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) has been instru-
mental in the creation of the TNM (tumor, node, metastasis)
staging system.14,23 Most major tumor types have their own
TNM staging system and melanoma is no exception; multiple
committees and taskforces have worked to analyze the every-

growing mountain of data on melanoma patient treatment and
prognosis and have put together an internationally recognized
melanoma database, which is assessed and updated regularly.12-
14,23,26 This database is continually analyzed andused to update the
AJCC melanoma TNM staging system. The AJCC staging system
provides pathologists and clinicians a guideline for staging patients
diagnosed with melanoma. By combining histologic attributes of
the primary tumor (T), the presence and extent of regional lymph
node disease (N), and the presence and extent of distantmetastasis
(M), clinicians are able to assign patients a stage grouping that is
strongly linked to survival and prognosis. In addition to Breslow
depth, attributes of the primary tumor such as ulceration, mitotic
rate, tumor-associated inflammation, and regression27 have all
been correlated with outcome and therefore incorporated into
the AJCC staging system for melanoma.

The most recent revision of the AJCC staging manual (8th
edition) was released in 2016 and implemented in 2018.28

Highlights of the evidence-based changes now reflected in
current staging criteria include refinements in measurements
of tumor thickness, removal of mitotic activity as a reason to
upstage a thin melanoma, expansion of the regional lymph
node (N) categories based on number of positive regional
lymph nodes, expansion of metastasis (M) categories based
on location of metastasis, and expanded stage groupings in
stage III disease to better stratify long term prognosis.28

Staging is vitally important as it gives clinicians the tools to
assess patient prognosis and put together a treatment regimen
that will give the patient the best possible chance for recovery
or prolonged survival. However, it has long been observed
that, though there is an international staging system, the
diagnosis of melanoma remains a difficult one to render
accurately and consistently.28-30,31,32 Multiple studies show
surprisingly high inter- and intra- observer variability
between pathologists in the diagnosis of melanocytic neo-
plasms, particularly those with ambiguous histologic
features.14,15,19,21-23 Much of the variability in diagnosis and
prognosis for melanoma is due to the somewhat subjective
visual observations used for melanoma diagnosis and prog-
nosis, therefore, research into new, (****)) more objective
methods to improve the accuracy and reproducibility in the
field of melanoma diagnosis is ongoing.33

To improve detection and diagnosis of melanoma (as well
as other cancers), non-invasive imaging technology pre-
biopsy and more quantitative techniques post-biopsy, such
as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), comparative
genomic hybridization (CGH), sequencing, mass spectrome-
try (MS) and IHC are being used more frequently.34,35

Non-invasive imaging for melanoma detection

Recent technological advancements have resulted in the emer-
gence of non-invasive imaging technology to detect melanoma.
Several smartphone applications, such as SkinVision,
UMSkinCheck, and MoleScope, have been developed with pur-
ported goals of wide-spread accessibility, cost-effective screening,
and ultimately increased early detection for patients. However,
multiple studies have shown that these applications are often
inaccurate:36,37 one study found that 3 out of 4 applications incor-
rectly classified upwards of 30% of melanomas as low-risk
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lesions.37 These applications could be a very useful tool for mela-
noma diagnosis if accuracy could be improved and if strict reg-
ulatory oversight was ensured,37,38 however, experts caution that
reliance on these applications as they are currently available has the
potential to harm patients through a false sense of security, poten-
tially resulting in delayed diagnosis. As the technology evolves and
becomes more reliable, these applications may become very effec-
tive tools for melanoma diagnosis, but at present users should
chose applications judiciously to ensure that they are effective.

Other imaging technologies have been developed for use by
clinicians as an adjunct to visual screening alone. These devices
aim to help clinicians decide whether biopsies are needed for
ambiguous lesions. Two devices, MelaFind and SIAscope
(Spectrophotometric Intracutaneous Analysis), use visible and
near infrared light (~400 nm to ~1000 nm) to visualize lesions
and give information to help clinicians decide whether a biopsy is
necessary.39-41MelaFind is a fully automatic diagnostic system that
was developed in 2010.39 It uses light to visualize skin lesions up to
2.5 mm deep, and provides information on morphologic disorga-
nization of cells in a lesion that can help clinicians decide whether
a lesion needs to be biopsied to rule out melanoma.39 Studies have
shown that the use of MelaFind results in more accurate biopsy
decisions.39,42 A study was conducted in 2017 in which 160 board
certified dermatologists analyzed 25 melanomas and 25 benign
nevi with or without multi-spectral digital skin lesion analysis
performed with MelaFind: researchers found that evaluation
with MelaFind increased biopsy sensitivity from 76% after clinical
evaluation alone to 92%, increased specificity from 52% to 79%
and increased overall biopsy accuracy from 64% to 86%.39 Though
these results are encouraging, many insurance companies will not
cover MelaFind use as they consider it to be experimental, and so
patients must pay for the procedure out of pocket, which may
dissuade patients from agreeing to its use. As multi-spectral ima-
ging technology becomes more refined and if it continues to
provide evidence of cost-savings through more directed biopsy
practice, it may find its way into routine clinical use.

SIAscope, a device similar toMelaFind, was developed in 2002.
It is capable of measuring collagen, blood and melanin.43 The
device shows whether melanin is confined to the epidermis and
images the vascular network andpigment composition of a lesion.-
40,41,43 Early versions of the device had some sensitivity issues with
a sensitivity 82.7% and specificity 80.1%, which is similar to
sensitivity and specificity of dermatoscopy (visual examination of
a pigmented lesion with a handheld magnifier) performed by
experienced dermatopathologists. As such, some clinicians have
questioned whether it provides enough of a benefit to warrant its
use for detecting and diagnosing melanoma.43 However, the
devicemay be useful for improving diagnosis of pigmented lesions
by primary care physicians, particularly those practicing in more
rural environmentswithout easy access to specialized dermatology
care.40

Immunohistochemistry use in melanoma diagnosis

Clinical markers
Regardless of the detection method, diagnosis of melanoma
requires that a lesion be recognized as clinically atypical and
biopsied by a health care provider. Once a lesion has been
biopsied, microscopic analysis is performed. Melanoma is

generally diagnosed by trained pathologists based on
a variety of classic histopathological features. However, mela-
noma is a heterogenous disease and some histologic variants
are not easily recognizable by traditional hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) examination alone.44-46 Likewise, there are
numerous histological mimics of melanoma, and distinguish-
ing between melanoma and its mimics can be challenging.47-50

Moreover, as the molecular mechanisms driving melanoma-
genesis have become better understood, researchers and clin-
icians have utilized molecular biomarkers to assist in
recognition of melanoma, and immunohistochemistry (IHC)
has been increasingly utilized in the interpretation of difficult
cases.34 IHC is the most common ancillary technique used by
pathologists to assist in the diagnosis of melanoma as it is
readily available in most laboratories, relatively inexpensive,
and reliable and reproducible. Therefore, it is unsurprising
that the use of IHC for the diagnosis of melanoma has
significantly increased over the last 20 years.34

For melanoma, there are two types of biomarkers most
commonly used for diagnostic and prognostic purposes: mel-
anocytic markers and proliferative markers.23,26,33,34,51-56

Melanocytic markers are used to determine if an ambiguous
lesion is melanocytic in origin and tend to be proteins
involved in melanin synthesis, melanosomes biogenesis, or
melanocyte differentiation, while proliferation makers are
used to evaluate cell cycle activity in a lesion.54,56 Currently,
the determination of tumor proliferation is typically done
counting mitotic figures (mitosis/mm2); however, recent stu-
dies have shown that IHC detection of proliferative markers
can be a robust indicator of proliferative activity with prog-
nostic import.57,58

The use of IHC has even become important in staging
systems. Beginning in the 7th ed AJCC, IHC was recom-
mended in the evaluation of sentinel lymph nodes if tumor
cells were not evident on H&E, thus improving detection of
micrometastasis.23 There are several melanocytic markers that
provide robust support for melanocytic origin and, in the
appropriate setting, melanoma. Melan-A and MART-1 are
two antibodies raised against the same antigen (melanoma
antigen recognized by T-cells). MelanA/MART-1 is one of
the most widely used biomarkers for melanoma as it is more
sensitive than HMB-45 for recognizing melanoma.45,59-61

HMB-45 (which stands for Human Melanoma Black) is an
antibody that recognizes the melanocytic antigen gp100 (also
known as Pmel 17).35,52,59,61-63 Gp100 plays a role in melanin
polymerization, melanosome biogenesis and melanogenesis.
Other common melanocytic markers used for melanoma
diagnosis include S100 protein, micropthlamia transcription
factor (MITF), Tyrosinase and SOX10.33,34,58,59,61,64,65 Melan-
A/MART-1, and HMB-45 have some of the highest specificity,
their expression being limited to melanocytic tumors and only
a few other, rarely encountered entities.26,52,56 The choice of
the melanocytic marker used in the evaluation of
a melanocytic lesion depends on the goal of the outcome:
sensitive markers such as S100 protein and Sox10 are useful
when pathologists wish to detect a possible melanocytic neo-
plasm (although non-melanocytic neoplasms may also be
detected with these stains), while specific markers are useful
to establish unequivocal melanocytic derivation (although
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some melanocytic tumors may be missed using only these
markers). Ideally, a melanocytic marker is both sensitive and
specific.

Melanocytic markers have their shortcomings, however,
namely they stain all melanocytes, which means that they have
little to no role in distinguishing between melanoma and
a benign melanocytic proliferation.26,55,56,61,62 Furthermore,
some types of melanoma (specifically desmoplastic melanomas)
tend to lack expression of themost specific melanocytic markers,
which can potentially result in a false negative diagnosis if more
sensitive markers are not emplyed.45,54

Prognostic markers
Proliferation markers are used to determine the number of
cells in the cell cycle in a given lesion, with benign melano-
cytic tumors expected to have low proliferative indices and
malignant tumors expected to have high proliferative indices.
The most commonly used proliferation marker for melanoma
is Ki-67, a protein involved in ribosomal transcription, the
expression of which is associated with cell proliferation and is
highly elevated in the most aggressive melanomas.45,57,66,67 In
1997 a second mitotic maker, phosphohistone H3 (PHH3),
was introduced.57,68 PHH3 is a histone modification that is
associated with chromatin condensation in late G2/M phase
of the cell cycle, and is therefore, more specific in detecting
cells actually undergoing mitosis, and not just cells in cell
cycle as detected by Ki-67.45,57 The use of PHH3 for diagnos-
tic and prognostic purposes has been investigated in numer-
ous cancers, and has been shown to be useful in
distinguishing melanomas from benign nevi, though it is not
a significantly better prognostic indicator than Ki-67.57,58

Both Ki-67 and PHH3 have been shown to provide some
limited independent prognostic information for melanoma,
although their use is not currently mandated in melanoma
reporting nor does their use affect staging. One major limita-
tion of the use of proliferative indicators, however, is their
lack of specificity for melanocytes. In tumors with high infil-
tration of mitotically active immune cells, both of these mar-
kers can overestimate proliferation.34

Ultimately, there is no perfect diagnostic or prognostic
biomarker for melanoma. It is too diverse a disease to expect
to find a single biomarker that can diagnose melanoma, which
is why IHC screenings are often done in panels.54,69 Using
multiple biomarkers can overcome the shortcomings of the
individual biomarkers, and to this end, research into identify-
ing new melanoma biomarkers is ongoing.54,70,71

Serological prognostic biomarkers
While IHC tests for biomarkers expressed in or on the surface
of tumor cells, some biomarkers can be detected in patient
serum. One for the strongest independent prognostic indica-
tors for malignant melanoma is lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH).27,72 LDH catalyzes the conversion of pyruvate into
lactate in anoxic conditions, such as in the oxygen depleted
tumor microenvironment. In the AJCC 8th edition melanoma
staging system elevated LDH is recognized as an adverse
prognostic indicator for patients with stage IV melanoma
and indicates a lower chance of survival.72,73

Emerging markers: epigenetic misregulation in melanoma
Other promising biomarkers for cancer diagnosis that have
garnered a lot of interest in cancer research are chromatin
remodeling and epigenetic regulatory proteins.74,75 Every cell
in multicellular organisms contains the same genetic material,
however, each type of cell has a unique function and set of
specialized proteins that carry out that function. Furthermore,
as an organism ages the protein make-up of cells changes; the
proteins that are necessary for embryonic development can
lead to illness if expressed later in life. Therefore, controlling
which proteins are expressed in each cell type and when they
are expressed is a vitally important process for the health of an
organism.

The human genome, composed of three billion base pairs
and coding for ~20,000 proteins, is tightly compacted into
chromatin, and fits into the nucleus of the cell, which is only 6
μm in diameter. The organization of genetic material is
imperative, and to this end the DNA is wrapped around
protein complexes composed of proteins called histones, to
create nucleosomes. There are 8 core histones in each nucleo-
some, two each of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, and from
each histone the N-terminal tails extends from the complex
and is the sites of posttranslational modifications (PTMs).
Chemical modifications added to the DNA or histones aid
in the regulation of cellular processes such as DNA damage
repair,76,77 DNA replication,78,79 cell cycle regulation,79,80 and
apoptosis.81 These modifications can directly affect chromatin
compaction by affecting how nucleosomes interact with each
other, and the level of compaction allows or denies access to
cellular machinery. Epigenetic modifications can also act as
binding sites for transcription factors and cellular machinery.
In this way epigenetic modifications and the chromatin remo-
deling complexes that add and remove these modifications
regulate cellular processes. Epigenetic modifiers have been
shown to be dysregulated in several diseases, the most pre-
valent being cancer. Epigenetic misregulation in cancer is
a key area of diagnostic and therapeutic cancer research at
present.70,74,82-87

Several epigenetic modifications have been linked to mel-
anoma. Deacetylation of lysine has been shown to be involved
in the silencing of key tumor suppressor genes such as
CDNK1A, which leads to the down-regulation of important
proteins such as p21cip1.53,88,89 Histone hypoacetylation has
also been shown to contribute to melanoma progression lead-
ing to the down-regulation of proapoptotic proteins such as
Bim, Bax and Bak, and PIB52A, which is needed to block
PI3K/Akt signaling and for inhibition of proliferation.88

When hypoacetylation leads to down-regulation of PIB52A
then melanoma cells can grow unchecked.88

H3k27me3 and melanoma
Proper regulation of histone methyltransferases is also impor-
tant for keeping cells operating properly, and dysregulation
has been shown to contribute to melanoma development. The
polycomb repressive complexes (PRC1 and PRC2) are impor-
tant chromatin remodeling complexes in the cell. The catalytic
subunit of the PRC2 is the enhancer of zeste homologue 2
(EZH2) methyltransferase. EZH2 catalyzes the trimethylation
of histone 3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3). H3K27me3 is an
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important gene silencing mark that is involved in
X-inactivation and embryogenesis, however, later in life,
high expression or activating mutations of EZH2 have been
shown to be a factor in the pathogenesis of cancers such as
melanoma.74,90-92 PRC2 is an important regulator of key
tumor suppressor genes such as the CDKN2A locus and the
pRB-E2F pathway.20,75,90,93 The CDKN2A locus plays a role in
cell cycle regulation and apoptosis. It is silenced during
embryogenesis and in proliferating cells, however, when
silenced in tumor cells, inappropriate proliferation results.90-
92 EZH2 and H3K27me3 have also been shown to regulate
expression of the cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin, and
EZH2 overexpression results in downregulation of
E-cadherin, leading to a decrease in cellular adhesion and
increase in cell mobility and invasiveness.94

Low levels of EZH2 and H3K27me3 have also been
reported in a subset of melanoma patients and in other
cancers as well. However, this has not been as extensively
studied, and the mechanisms by which loss of EZH2 contri-
butes to cancer pathology is poorly understood.48,95,96

Treatment

Surgical resection

Surgical removal of the tumor and surrounding healthy tissue
is the primary treatment for localized melanoma, and sentinel
lymph node biopsy is performed in patients whose tumors are
greater than 0.8 mm thick or are thinner than this but ulcer-
ated (stage pT1b or greater).13 If melanoma cells are found in
the sentinel lymph nodes, then the remaining lymph nodes in
the area are sometimes removed. In some situations, meta-
static tumors can be surgically removed as well, but surgical
treatment in the setting of known metastatic disease is not
meant to be curative and will require other treatment options
as well.

Chemotherapy

For patients with metastatic disease, surgical treatment alone
will not be curative and drug therapies are the next line of
defense. Until recently, the only treatment options for patients
with metastatic melanoma was chemotherapy. The idea of
developing chemical treatments for cancer, or chemothera-
pies, was first explored in the early 20th century by the
German chemistry Paul Ehrlich.12,13,97-99 Ehrlich theorized
that chemical agents could target defined sub-populations of
cells, and to this end he developed the first primitive alkylat-
ing agents.12,13,97-99 Ehrlich, incidentally, was also the first to
suggest that immune cells were involved in eliminating trans-
formed cells, though immune-based therapies would not be
developed until the end of the 20th century.98

In 1910 George Clowes developed the first transplantable
tumor system in rodents, which led to the development of
model systems leading to a major breakthrough that allowed
researchers and clinicians to screen prospective chemothera-
peutic agents in a living organism.97 The early chemotherapy
agents developed by Ehrlich and others were largely ineffec-
tual, and it was not until the 1940s that progress was made in

the development of chemical agents that were effective for
treating cancer.

The use of mustard gas during WWI led to the observation
that exposure to these compounds resulted in depletion of the
bone marrow and lymph nodes.97 In the 1940s two pharma-
cologists from Yale, Alfred Gilman and Louis Goodman, were
asked by the US Office of Scientific Research and
Development, to explore therapeutic uses for these
chemicals.12,97 Gilman and Goodman found that one mustard
compound, nitrogen mustard, effectively treated mice with
transplanted lymphoid tumors; nitrogen mustard was then
administered to lymphoma patients and a marked regression
was observed, however, the regressions did not last and side
effects were severe.12,97 Regardless, the development of che-
motherapeutics made it possible to treat metastatic cancers for
the first time in history.

In 1968, the first chemotherapy clinical trials in metastatic
melanoma were conducted using the drug 1-phenylalanine
mustard, commonly known as melphalan, however, it was
not effective and had extremely high toxicity.12,13 The first
and only chemotherapeutic drug to be approved by the FDA
for the treatment of melanoma was dacarbazine in 1975.12,13,98

Until more recently, dacarbazine remained the standard of
care for metastatic melanoma, though the response is partial
at best, with median survival from 5–11 months and a 1 year
survival rate of only 27%.12,13,97 Yet no other chemotherapeu-
tic developed for melanoma treatment since has been more
effective or less toxic. Thus, early detection of melanoma was
vital for improving patient prognosis, and in the 1960s doc-
tors began to focus on public education about the disease and
to stress the importance of regular skin cancer screening,
especially for at-risk populations.12

More recent drug discoveries have greatly improved the
prognosis for patients with metastatic melanoma, and as tar-
geted therapies and immunotherapies are being used more,
chemotherapy is being used much less frequently.

Targeted therapies

Multiple targeted therapies have been developed to combat
molecular defects present in melanoma. The most promising
of these include the BRAF inhibitors, vemurafenib and dab-
rafenib, that were approved for the treatment of metastatic
and unresectable BRAF-mutated melanomas in 2011 and 2013
respectively.12,19 However, though these drugs are highly
effective for approximately half of patients with BRAF
mutated melanomas, a majority of patients develop secondary
resistance within a relatively short amount of time.12,14,19

Some of the mechanisms by which this secondary resistance
develops have been discovered,100,101 and researchers have
been working to develop new drugs and new drug combina-
tions to try to achieve a more lasting effect.12

Immune response in melanoma and immunotherapies

While early and correct diagnosis gives patients their best
chance for survival, some melanoma cases will not be diag-
nosed until the late stages, and so developing new therapies
for melanoma treatment is still a priority, and in the last
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30 years there have been major breakthroughs in immu-
notherapy treatments for metastatic melanoma.

The human immune system has the difficult job of distin-
guishing between self and non-self. To communicate to the
cells of the immune system that a somatic cell is a healthy
self-cell, all nucleated cells have major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) class I proteins on their surfaces. These
complexes display epitopes that come from proteins that
were expressed and then degraded within the cell. These
proteins can either be self-proteins or non-self-proteins. If
the epitopes displayed on the MHC class I proteins are non-
self, the immune system is alerted that there is a pathogen
present within the cell, and the cell needs to be neutralized.
Cancer cells are essentially self-cells, but they are highly
mutagenic, and the epitopes displayed by MHC proteins on
their surfaces can be recognized by immune cells as aberrant,
signaling that the cells are diseased and need to be
neutralized.71 Melanoma has the highest rate of mutations of
any cancer,102 and as a result, they produce a wide range of
tumor antigens that are recognized by the immune system
and are highly immunogenic. Tumor antigens are classed into
two groups; tumor associated antigens (TAA), which are
mostly found in tumor cells though are expressed in normal
cells as well, and tumor specific antigens (TSA), which are
solely expressed in tumor cells.71 Melanoma tumors also have
a group of antigens specific to melanoma cells; these antigens
are involved in melanoma differentiation and are called mel-
anoma differentiation antigens (MDA). TAAs, TSAs and
MDAs are all proteins that are displayed on MHC class
I proteins on melanoma cell surfaces, which can alert the
immune system that the cells are diseased.

The antigens displayed on the MHC class I proteins are
recognized by T-cell receptors (TCR) found on CD8+ cyto-
toxic T lymphocytes (CTL), which can kill cells that are non-
self or diseased self-cells. MHC class II proteins are present on
the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as macro-
phages and dendritic cells. APCs take up extracellular proteins
from the environment and display them to CD4 + T helper
(Th) cells, which then activates an immune response to spe-
cific antigens.

Once the immune system has been alerted to the presence
of non-self or diseased self-cells, lymphocytes invade the
tissue and begin to kill the aberrant cells. These lymphocytes,
when histologically visualized in the microscope in the eva-
luation of a tumor, are called tumor infiltrating lymphocytes
(TILs), and the number of TILs present in a tumor is
a prognostic indicator in some tumors, including
melanomas.71 If there are no TILs present in a tumor, this is
a sign that the tumor has successfully evaded the immune
system and correlates with a worse prognosis. The battle
between the immune system and malignant tumors, therefore,
comes down to a tumor’s ability to evolve mechanisms to
escape immune detection before the immune system can
destroy the tumor. This process is known as immune editing.

There are three phases of immune editing: elimination,
equilibrium and evasion.103 During the elimination phase,
natural killer (NK), dendritic cells (DC), CTLs and B cells
enter the tumor microenvironment or peripheral tissue and
begin killing cancer cells faster than they can grow.103 In the

equilibrium phase the cancer cells are constantly growing but
are suppressed by the immune cells, therefore, the growth and
expansion of cancer cells is counterbalanced by the immune
system.103 Finally, if tumors enter the evasion phase of
immune editing, tumor cells are able to develop strategies to
neutralize the immune response enabling them to grow
unchecked.71,103

Due to the highly mutagenic nature of melanoma cells,
they quickly develop mechanisms to evade the immune
response. Particularly virulent melanoma tumors have even
been shown to have reduced levels of MHC class I proteins on
the cell surfaces, thereby reducing antigen presentation.71,104

It has been shown that some melanomas downregulate TAAs
and MDAs, which inhibits recognition and clearance of tumor
cells by CTLs.71,104 Melanomas have also been shown to
secrete immune inhibitory molecules like transformation
growth factor beta (TGF-β), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and
immune suppressive cytokines.26,51,71,105

Another common way that melanoma cells avoid immune
detection is through manipulation of immune checkpoints.
On the surface of T-cells there is a protein called the pro-
gramed cell death protein 1 (PD-1).103 When an immune cell
recognizes the PD-1 ligand (PD-L1/2) on the surface of
somatic cells, this further communicates to the immune cells
that the cell is a self-cell leading to inhibition of the immune
system, promoting self-tolerance and preventing
autoimmunity.103 The PD-1 immune checkpoint normally
regulates the immune system by inducing apoptosis of matur-
ing T-cells that recognize self-antigens in the lymph nodes.103

PD-1 also prevents apoptosis of regulatory T-cells, which are
anti-inflammatory cells that repress the immune response to
self-cells.103 This mechanism normally protects tissue from
damage during anti-microbial immune responses, however,
PD-L1/2 is commonly overexpressed in cancers, including
melanoma, enabling tumor cells to effectively “turn off” the
immune response and evade immune destruction.103,106

As knowledge of the immune system’s response to cancer,
and the mechanisms by which cancer cells evade the immune
system has grown, new therapies have been developed to try
to redirect the immune system and stimulate an anti-tumor
response. There are three main types of immune treatments
for cancer: cancer vaccines, adoptive cell therapies and immu-
nomodulatory strategies.

One of the first immune therapies developed for metastatic
melanoma was an interleukein-2 (IL2) treatment that was
approved for use in 1992.12,107 IL-2 is a pro-proliferative
cytokine, which promotes expansion of melanoma specific
T-cells. IL-2 treatments elicited a response in a small percent
of patients, with 6% showing a complete response.12,98,104,107-
109 At the time, even such a small response was considered
promising, but IL-2 treatment proved to be highly toxic, and
more recent treatments have shown to be less toxic and more
effective.

In the 1990’s researchers also started developing cancer
vaccines. Cancer vaccines, unlike prophylactic vaccines that
are administered to healthy people to prevent disease, are
therapeutic vaccines administered to patients in the late stages
of cancer to try to sensitize the immune system to cancer
antigens. Creating effective therapeutic cancer vaccines is
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challenging, however, due to the adaptations that allow cancer
cells to hide from the immune system. Several melanoma
vaccines were developed and tested in the 1990s and early
2000s, however, none of the early vaccines developed were
effective and no melanoma vaccines have been approved for
clinical use.110-113

The most effective treatments for metastatic melanoma to
date are the immune checkpoint inhibitors, the first of which
was approved for clinical use in 2011.71,107,108 Melanoma
manipulation of immune checkpoints can be overcome by
treatment with antibodies against PD1, PD-L1/2 and CTLA-
4 (Figure 2).71,98,114 Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated pro-
tein 4 (CTLA-4) is another immune checkpoint receptor that
acts in a comparable way to PD-1. CTLA-4 is constitutively
expressed on T-reg cells and recognizes B7-1/2 receptor on
APCs.98,114 CTLA-4 competes with CD28 on T-cells for bind-
ing to B7-1/2; when CD28 binds B7-1/2 an immune response
is activated while CTLA-4 binding represses the immune
response.106,114,115 Treatment with antibodies to PD-1, PD-
L1/2 and CTLA-4 effectively block binding to the respective
ligands and the corresponding signal that causes tolerance,
allowing for stimulation of an immune response.71,98,106,114,115

There are three immune checkpoint inhibitor drugs that
have been approved for use in melanoma treatment: the anti-
CTLA-4 antibody ipilimumab and two anti-PD-1 antibodies
nivolumab and pembrolizumab.106 There are also several PD-
L1/2 antibody drugs currently in clinical trials, and a few that
have been approved for clinical use, though not for
melanoma.106

Treatment with iplimumab showed durable survival of up to
10 years in 20% of cases; compared to the median survival rate of
less than one year in stage IV melanoma patients, this is a great
advancement.106,115-118 Pembrolizumab has a response rate of
~37–38% in patients with metastatic melanoma, and an overall

survival of 74% at 12 months.118 Treatment with nivolumab
showed a ~40% response rate with a 12 month overall survival
rate of 73% compared to 43% of patients treated with
dacarbazine.109 Ipilimumab combined with nivolumab treatment
has resulted in a ~57% response rate and 11.5 months of progres-
sion free survival.72,107

While checkpoint inhibiters are promising, there are neces-
sarily complications involved in inhibiting mechanisms that
promote tolerance of self-cells. Therefore, the side-effects of
checkpoint inhibiters can be severe. The side effects are typically
immune-related inflammatory conditions of the skin, GI system,
and endocrine organs.118,119 Recognizing and managing side
effects of the these treatments is important, and though the
toxicity of these drugs can be offset in some cases by treatment
with corticosteroids, some patients cannot tolerate the side-
effects and treatment must be terminated.120

Though immune checkpoint inhibitors have been
a breakthrough for cancer therapeutics and have revolutio-
nized the treatment of metastatic melanoma, a significant
subset of patients still does not respond to these drugs, and
many patients who do respond develop a secondary resis-
tance. Research into why some patients respond and other
do not is ongoing. As treatments are expensive and side
effects can be severe, there is great interest in finding
biomarkers that can predict whether a patient will respond
to treatment or not.71,107-109 Research into other drug tar-
gets is also a priority as it is clear that there is no “magic
bullet” for melanoma, and a more personalized medicine
approach is needed.

Conclusion

Melanoma is an incredibly virulent disease. It is a heterogenous
and complex disease, which can make it difficult to diagnose and

Figure 2. Regulation of T-cell response by CTLA4 and PD1. (A) T-cell activation by dendritic cells requires signaling by both the MHC and CD28 complexes.
Binding of the CTLA4 to B7-1/2 (CD80/86) suppresses T-cell activation and acts as a feedback mechanism to prevent ongoing immune response. Binding to the MHC
class I complex on melanoma cells leads to T-cell activation. After persistent activation, T-cells upregulate PD-1 expression. When PD-1 binds to the PD-L1/2
expressed by tumor cells, this leads to deactivation of T-cells. (B) Antibodies against CTLA4, PD1 or PD-L1/2 prevent binding to associated ligands leading to
activation of T-cells and stimulation of an immune response to tumor cells. Abbreviations: DC, dendritic cell; CTLA4, cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4; PD1,
programmed death 1; TCR, T-cell receptor; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; PD-L2, programmed death-ligand 2.
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treat. Understanding the mechanisms that lead to melanomagen-
esis and allowmelanomas to evade the immune systemwill give us
new strategies for diagnosis and treating the disease. Furthermore,
new technologies that can provide more objective methods for
diagnosing and prognosticating melanoma are being developed,
which will improve patient outcomes.

Over the last 20 years the use of IHC as an ancillary test in
the diagnosis of melanoma has increased. The development of
robust sensitive and specific cancer biomarkers in the field of
tissue immunohistochemistry remains a focus of research.
Though it can be a useful tool for diagnostic (and possibly
prognostic) purposes, this technique has its shortcomings.
IHC scoring can be subjective, and thus developing diagnostic
systems using multiple biomarkers will require coincident
development of strict interpretation criteria and standardiza-
tion procedures to ensure reproducibility from laboratory to
laboratory and between pathologists. Though IHC is a useful
method for biomarker recognition, newer, more objective and
repeatable methods are currently being developed and could
potentially revolutionize the way cancers like melanoma are
diagnosed.

Recently there has been a lot of interest in using a high-
resolution and high-precision ion monitoring technique
known as parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) for detection
of biomarkers in diseases such as cancer.121,122 PRM uses
mass spectrometry (MS) to detect specific peptides of known
masses and is a very powerful technique for the sensitive
detection and quantitation of proteins and peptides such as
histone PTMs. Using this method, the MS instrument can be
directed to only fragment and sequence ions of a determined
size. These targeted MS approaches provide for greater sensi-
tivity compared to discovery-based workflows.

The treatment of metastatic melanoma has greatly
improved in recent years with the introduction of treat-
ments such as BRAF, CTLA4 and PD1 inhibitors. Some of
the mechanism by which secondary resistance develops
have been discovered, and researchers have been working
to develop new drugs and new drug combinations to try to
achieve a more lasting effect.12 Research into how and why
these treatments succeed or fail is ongoing. Biomarker
discovery for the prediction of patients who will or will
not respond is a priority with the hope that eventually
clinicians will be able to stratify patients and develop
more personalized treatments based on mutational and
biomarker profiles. Developing a more personalized
approach to treating melanoma patients will not only
improve prognosis, it will also cut down on the cost of
treatment . Drugs that will not help a patient will not be
administered, and it will also reduce patient suffering due
to side effects of treatments that will be ineffective for
them.

Metastatic melanoma has long been one of the most viru-
lent and deadly diseases, which has, until recently, evaded all
attempts at treatment. However, we are beginning to under-
stand the underlying genetic and mechanistic causes of the
disease, allowing for the development of more effective thera-
pies and giving hope that one day, a cure may be within reach.
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